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Abstract— Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are sensitive to selfish behavior that may occur due to 

restricted power or other resources. Several approaches have been proposed so far to address this issue. In 

many of them, upon detection, a selfish node is punished with isolation from network services access and in 

most cases with no possibility for redemption. In this paper, we show that the selfish behavior can be exploited 

to improve network performance. We modify an existing routing protocol by introducing an altruism 

coefficient which represents each node’s overall satisfaction from the network services. While the altruism 

coefficient is increased, the selfish behavior is decreased. We then extend our approach introducing a common 

welfare factor, which actually enforces the nodes to cooperate when the network connectivity is critical.  We 

show by simulation, that when selfish nodes exist in the network, our scheme improves the performance of 

the routing protocol. 

Keywords— altruism, Mobile Ad hoc Networks, routing protocol, selfishness 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are self-configuring, multi-hop, wireless networks consisting of 
wireless mobile nodes that can be deployed anywhere and anytime without any fixed infrastructure, central 
administration or service provision [1]. Nodes move freely in the area and can communicate with each 
other directly if they reside into each other’s transmission range or by relaying messages through multihop 
wireless links using other intermediate nodes as relay nodes.  

Routing protocols for MANETs [2] were initially designed to be able to provide connectivity and 
transmit critical data between nodes in military and rescue operations. Since they were designed to serve 
a common goal it was taken for granted that they were willing to cooperate fully, in an absolute altruistic 
manner. There have been proposed several types of routing protocols. They can be categorized as 
proactive, reactive and hybrid. They have different principles of operation, but their common characteristic 
is that they take for granted that the nodes that belong to the network are cooperative. However, as 
MANETs evolved and expanded to commercial applications, these routing protocols proved to be 
insufficient, mostly due to the selfishness problem that emerged.  

When the resources, e.g., energy, processing power or memory capacity, of the nodes get depleted, 
they act selfishly by deviating from the cooperative behavior. They do so, in order to save their resources 
for their own communication needs. Existing routing protocols do not have the capability to distinguish 
between actual failures of the nodes, selfish behavior or malicious security attacks. Hence, the schemes 
proposed to address the selfishness issue, in most cases, aimed to detect and punish misbehaving nodes by 
isolating them and denying them network services. In these cases trust based [3] and security oriented 
solutions have been proposed [4].  

In our work, selfishness is not considered to be an attack of any kind. It is considered as a feature of 
the network, which can be used in favor of the network operation. We take for granted that nodes with 
low energy are not willing to be included in the routing paths formed between source and destination 
nodes. The protocol could be modified to include other resource metrics except residual energy to specify 
the selfishness factor. Instead of isolating and punishing selfish nodes as previous research suggested, the 
protocol uses them in such a way as to maximize the network lifetime. Each node has the option to become 
selfish and drop the packets but this would not be beneficial, as it will harm the altruism coefficient of its 
neighbors, meaning that they will be less willing to serve this node in the future. 
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Furthermore, we introduce a common welfare factor, to enforce nodes to cooperate when network 
connectivity has decreased to a critical level. This factor serves as a measure to maintain some connectivity 
when every node has reached a state of high selfishness and it does not receive service from other nodes. 
To overcome such a problem, this factor is used to properly spend the last resources for critical 
communication needs.   

Finally, we distinguish selfish behavior from malicious behavior, as the second aims to harm the 
network performance intentionally. Overall, we attempt to utilize selfishness, altruism and common 
welfare in order to boost the performance of the routing protocol. We apply our scheme to the Dynamic 
Source Routing (DSR) protocol for MANETs in two steps. First, we introduce the altruism coefficient and 
we propose Selfishness Aware Dynamic Source Routing (SA-DSR) protocol. Then we introduce the 
Common Welfare Factor and propose Selfishness and Common Welfare Aware Dynamic Source Routing 
(SCWA-DSR). 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II we present a brief review of the related 
research conducted so far. The structure and operation of the proposed protocols are presented in Section 
III, while in Section IV we present our simulation setup and analyze the protocols’ performance regarding 
several metrics. Finally, in Section V we discuss our findings and conclusions and set our goals for future 
research.  

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section a brief review of previous related research is presented. Routing for MANETs is a very 
popular research field that has attracted many researchers. Various routing protocols have been proposed 
and implemented for use in MANETs, and even more have been proposed in the literature but remained 
at an experimental form, without being implemented for actual use.  Routing protocols for MANETs can 
be categorized as proactive, reactive and hybrid. Proactive routing protocols form a routing table upon 
their initialization and keep it always updated. Reactive routing protocols search for a path to a specific 
node if and only if it is needed. Hybrid routing protocols are a composition of the former two categories, 
taking advantage of the strong aspects of each of them. There have been several approaches of 
performance evaluation and comparative studies of these routing protocols [5-13] that examine them in 
terms of many different metrics by modifying various parameters. In [14], the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF) suggested some of the metrics and the parameters that can be studied in MANETs.    

Selfishness is a problem that occurred in MANETs after the mobile handheld devices became 
commonly used and commercial applications of MANETs became a reality. Although one of the first to 
identify and define misbehavior in MANETs was Marti in [15] almost two decades ago, selfishness is a 
problem that has yet to be addressed adequately, although it has been studied a lot. Following [15], several 
researchers have studied selfishness in MANETs [16-25] under various settings. In most cases, the 
research aimed to detect and isolate selfish nodes, while in others to encourage cooperation, either by 
credit-based [18], [21] or by reputation-based schemes [16], [17], [20]. A comprehensive review of the 
selfishness problem in MANETs and the proposed solutions can be found in [26]. 

Another important part of research was about methods to model selfishness. In [27] an attempt is made 
to formally describe selfishness by a game-theoretic model using static Bayesian Games. Other studies 
employed evolutionary game theory modeling [28] or behavior model based on semi Markov processes 
[29].   

Selfishness as an outcome of energy depletion was studied in [30]. In this work, selfishness is defined 
as a function of the remaining energy of each node, and the performance of the DSR protocol is examined, 
when nodes of different selfishness types coexist in the network. Four types of selfishness are 
distinguished by three thresholds, as seen in Table I. Following that work, SA-DSR was firstly proposed 
in [31] as an enhanced version of DSR that makes routing decisions by taking into account the Selfishness 
Type of each node in combination with a newly introduced factor called Altruism Coefficient. In the 
present work, SA-DSR is properly modified to enhance its performance. 

TABLE I.  SELFISHNESS TYPES AND PACKET DROP PROBABILITY 

Residual 

Energy (%) 
Selfishness Type 

Packet Drop 

Probability 

80-100 Always Altruistic (AA)  0% 

50-80 Sometimes Selfish (SS) 10% 

20-50 Often Selfish (OS) 50% 

<20 Always Selfish (AS) 100% 
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This approach is used as a starting point for the present work. The main advantage of this approach is 
that when the node disseminates selfishness information, only two bits are required to represent the 
Selfishness Type, hence keeping routing overhead as low as possible. In addition, this work introduces a 
new factor called Common Welfare Factor to evolve SA-DSR into SCWA-DSR, which is expected to 
exhibit improved performance. 

III. PROPOSED PROTOCOLS 

In this section we analyze the structure and operations of the modified DSR protocol proposed in this 
study, namely Selfishness Aware Dynamic Source Routing (SA-DSR) and its modified version that takes 
into account the Common Welfare Factor, namely Selfishness and Common Welfare Aware Dynamic 
Source Routing (SCWA-DSR). We have decided to select DSR protocol to apply our scheme among other 
routing protocols for MANETs because it is one of the most well-known, widely used and researched 
reactive routing protocols. Moreover, its operation is rather simple and due to its source routing nature, it 
is a good choice for demonstrating our scheme.  

A. Overview of the Dynamic Source Routing Protocol 

DSR is a well-known reactive routing protocol for use in MANETs. It is designed under the assumption 
that all nodes composing the network are cooperative and willing to forward messages from other nodes, 
regardless of their current state concerning energy or other resources. 

DSR operation has two primary phases: the route discovery phase and the route maintenance phase. 
Route discovery phase begins when a source node needs to send data to a destination node and there is no 
routing information for that node in its routing cache. In that case the source node initiates the route 
discovery phase by flooding the network with Route Request Packets (RREQ). The route maintenance 
phase keeps alive discovered routes as long they are still available. The complete specification of the DSR 
protocol is very well documented in [32]. 

The route selection process in the original DSR protocol is based on a shortest-path algorithm. 
Although this algorithm has been proven to be efficient in wired networks, in wireless networks it might 
not be the best choice. The wireless medium is noisy and the nodes are mobile so the topology of the 
network changes constantly. Hence, choosing the shortest path might not be the optimal choice, in terms 
of end-to-end delay or it might cause congestion problems in the network and higher packet loss rates. 

B. Selfishness Aware Dynamic Source Routing (SA-DSR) 

We apply several modifications to the original DSR structure of packets and protocol operation in 
order to evolve it to SA-DSR. We briefly describe our modifications, as full implementation details are 
out of the scope of this paper. 

The most important modification we apply is in the route selection process of the route discovery 
phase. As mentioned earlier, the original DSR protocol employs a shortest-path algorithm in order to select 
the best route for a packet from the source node to the destination node. In our approach, the route selection 
process is performed by an algorithm that utilizes a new metric, namely Successful Delivery Probability 
(SDP). SDP is computed as the product of the Forwarding Probability (FP) for each intermediate node 
that belongs to the path(s) which connect(s) source node S and destination node D. Each path between S 
and D has its own SDP. The FP of each node is defined by its Selfishness Type (ST) combined with the 
node’s Altruism Coefficient (AC). ST of each node is defined at any given time as a function of its residual 
or available resources. For the needs of this work, ST is simply defined as a function of the residual energy 
of each node, as denoted in Table I. Actually, ST determines the percentage of the packets the node will 
forward or drop, as depicted in Table I, and has thoroughly been studied in [27]. AC is a new property, 
which represents the overall satisfaction the node has acquired from the network so far. 

The path selection algorithm is executed by the source, as defined in the DSR specification, but instead 
of using the shortest path, SDP is calculated for each path that connects S and D, and the path with the 
higher SDP is selected. In case that two or more paths have the same SDP, the most recent of them in the 
route cache is selected. 

Also, Route Reply (RREP) packets’ structure must be modified in order to include the selfishness 
information of the nodes. This information is included in a special additional field of the RREP packet 
structure, which carries ST of each intermediate node between S and D.  

Using these concepts, the proposed protocol operates as follows: 

 When node S needs to send data to node D, it checks its routing table for existing paths;  
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 If there are at least two paths to D, then the path with the higher SDP is selected and data 
transmission starts; 

 If there are no paths to D or there is only one, then a RREQ packet is broadcasted into the network. 
Node S operates in promiscuous mode and, for each detected retransmission of the RREQ packet 
from its neighbors, it raises its AC. If no retransmission of the RREQ packet is detected, AC 
decreases. If a timeout occurs without a RREP packet being received, AC decreases also. In that 
last case, a RREQ packet is again broadcasted for some more times, and if no path is found, the 
packet is dropped. 

 When an intermediate node R receives a RREQ packet it has two options: to drop it or to forward 
it.  

o In order to avoid loops, RREQ packets that have already been received from R are dropped. 

o If the RREQ packet is dropped, R saves energy but in case that the other neighbors also drop 
the RREQ packet, S’s AC will decrease and S will be more selfish in future requests. 

o If the RREQ packet is forwarded by R, then some energy is spent by R for the transmission, 
but the probability that source node S – which currently is considered to be R’s neighbor – will 
in future serve R’s needs is increased; 

 When the RREQ packet arrives at D, a RREP packet is formed and sent back to S through the same 
path it arrived, as happens in the original DSR protocol. 

The RREP packet contains the path information and ST of each node. The nodes operate in 
promiscuous mode, so selfishness information for each node is disseminated to other nodes in the 
network, and updated if required. In original DSR, after a RREQ packet arrives at D and the RREP 
packet is formed and sent, the other RREQ packets, which might arrive at a later time through other 
paths and originate from the same S, are dropped. In our scheme, a timer is initiated and all RREQ 
packets that arrive within specific time (depending on the size of the network) are replied by 
respective RREP packets. Thus, each node will have many paths to the other nodes, from which 
the path with the highest SDP will be selected, as needed.  

C. Selfishness and Common Welfare Aware Dynamic Source Routing (SCWA-DSR) 

To further improve the performance of SA-DSR, we introduce the Common Welfare Factor (CWF) to 
be imported in the SA-DSR protocol and evolve it into SCWA-DSR. CWF is promiscuously defined by 
overhearing the packets submitted into the network. It is actually a counter installed into each node that 
monitors how many RREQ, RREP, RERR and DATA packets are transmitted near the node. For each 
RREP and an amount of DATA packets CWF is increased, while for each RREQ and RERR it is 
decreased. Therefore, it provides a measure of the total traffic and the types of data and control packets 
exchanged between nodes at any given time.  

Network traffic mainly composed of DATA and RREP packets implies good connectivity, meaning 
that the network operates well. On the contrary, traffic mainly composed of RREQ and RERR packets 
implies that the connectivity of the network has been damaged, since paths are not found to destination 
nodes and existing paths deteriorate. In this case, the network does not operate well and is in a critical 
state. When this happens, even when node’s ST is Always Selfish, this state is overridden and the node 
forwards the RREQ packets that arrive to it in order to revive network connectivity, until CWF becomes 
again greater than a certain threshold. 

According to the above specifications, the code of the original DSR implementation included in ns-
3.24 [33] is modified using information from [32] and [34], and an extensive series of simulations is 
executed to evaluate the performance of our proposed schemes. Ns-3 is a discrete-event network simulator 
targeted primarily for research and educational use. It has several modules that implement network 
operations in all layers from the physical to the application layer. To achieve our simulation requirements 
and configuration, we have also modified several other modules of ns-3 besides the DSR protocol 
implementation, including the energy module and the statistics framework.  

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section, we present the simulation configuration we have applied, in order to evaluate the 
proposed protocols and the obtained results. 

A. Simulation scenario 

In Table II we denote the general simulation parameters used in our simulations. Simulations are 
averaged over 100 runs. Nodes move in an open-space area of 1500m x 500m according to the Random 
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Way Point Mobility Model with a speed ranging from 0-2m/s. There is a varying number of nodes in the 
field (i.e., 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50), which remains constant throughout the simulation duration. The 
transmission range for each node is set to 250m. To avoid congestion, we use 64B packets sent with a rate 
of 4 packets/sec. 

We examine the following four cases:  

a) Original DSR without selfish nodes 

In this case we use the original implementation of DSR. All nodes are Always Altruistic, so packet 
loss that happens is due to other reasons and not selfishness. We study this case just to obtain reference 
values for comparison reasons and better understanding of the acquired results. 

b) Original DSR with selfish nodes 

 In this case we use the original implementation of DSR. 

c) SA-DSR with selfish nodes  

In this case the first modified DSR implementation, namely SA-DSR, is used. 

d) SCWA-DSR with selfish nodes 

In this case the extended SCWA-DSR is used. 

   

 In cases b, c and d, a number of selfish nodes is present in the network from the beginning of the 

simulation and their number increases as time passes by. ST is randomly initialized for each node as a 

function of its residual energy. The simulation stops when all nodes’ energy gets depleted. We define 

that time as the Network Lifetime.  We take special care to properly set the seeds and the random 

generators in the simulator to have similar start conditions and pseudo-random decisions between cases 

b, c and d.    
For each case, we extract the following metrics to measure and compare the performance of our 

proposed protocols: 

 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): This metric is the percentage of successfully received packets and 

is computed by dividing the total number of packets received by destination nodes with the total 

number of packets sent from source nodes. 

 Average End-to-End Delay (AEED): This metric is the average time a data packet needs to be 

delivered to its destination. It is computed by averaging the end-to-end delay for all successfully 

delivered packets in the network.  

 Normalized Routing Overhead (NRO): This metric is computed by dividing the total number of 

control packets with the total number of packets received in the network.  

 Network Lifetime (NL): This metric represents the total time from the beginning of the simulation 

until all nodes’ energy gets depleted. 

B. Simulation results 

We execute the simulation for the four cases previously described and record the above four metrics, 
i.e., PDR, AEED, NRO and NL. The results of our simulations are presented in the figures shown below. 
In particular, Figs. 1-4, illustrate respectively PDR, AEED, NRO and NL, which are comparatively 
extracted from the simulations of the four cases.  

TABLE II.  SIMULATION CONFIGURATION 

Parameter Value 

Simulation Time Until the energy of all nodes is depleted 

Simulation Area 1500m x 500m  

Number of Nodes 10 – 20 – 30 – 40 – 50  

Transmission Range 250m 

Mobility Model Random Way Point 

Node Speed  0 – 2m/s 

Traffic Generator CBR 

Packet Bytes 64 bytes 

Data Rate 2 Mbps 
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As expected, the original DSR performs very well when there are only altruistic nodes in the network 
and no selfish nodes at all. PDR is almost 100% when the number of nodes is about 40, with decreased 
values for less nodes, due to restricted connectivity and reachability. When the nodes are increased in 
number, PDR drops again because of the high node density, which means that there is more interference 
between nodes. When selfish nodes appear in the network, the original DSR’s performance dramatically 
drops (approximately half of the packets get delivered to their destinations). The original DSR with selfish 
nodes seems to achieve the lowest values of AEED, but this fact is not due to better performance but due 
to limited connectivity that occurs because of the presence of selfish nodes. In other words, longer paths 
are less common, so end-to-end delay decreases. Both our proposed schemes improve the PDR and AEED 
values when there are selfish nodes in the network.   

Also, the drop rate recorded when selfish nodes exist in the network is greater than the drop rate when 
all nodes are altruistic. Therefore, the existence of selfish nodes make NRO decrease. By applying our 
schemes, NRO becomes comparable to that of the original DSR without selfish nodes. This increment 

Fig. 1 – Packet Delivery Ratio vs Number of nodes  

Fig. 2 – Average End-to-End Delay vs Number of nodes 
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mainly happens due to the increased number of RREP packets utilized by the protocol, and in some extent 
to the additional information (ST of nodes) that RREP packets carry.   

Finally, the original DSR protocol seems to deplete network resources very quickly in comparison to 
our proposed schemes. When there exist selfish nodes in the network they manage to maintain some of 
their resources for longer, even when the original DSR is in use. However, NL is significantly increased 
when we apply our schemes, because there is better utilization of the network resources and fairer sharing 
of the network traffic between nodes. 

  Overall, with the modifications that we made to the original DSR protocol, we managed to 
significantly improve all the network critical metrics.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this work, two improved versions of the DSR protocol for MANETs are proposed by utilizing 
Selfishness, Altruism and Common Welfare. We managed to keep NRO at low levels and improve PDR 
in comparison to that of the original DSR when selfish nodes are present in the network. In addition, we 

Fig. 3 – Normalized Routing Overhead vs Number of nodes 
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Fig. 4 – Network Lifetime vs Number of nodes 
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kept AEED close enough to that of the original DSR when selfish nodes are present. Finally, the 
comparison between SA-DSR and SCWA-DSR reveals that the use of CWF enhances the protocol 
performance in terms of PDR and NL.  

 In the future, we plan to apply our scheme to other routing protocols, such as Ad hoc On-Demand 
Distance Vector (AODV), as well as to extend it and further improve it. Our scheme can and will be 
applied to other more specific application network paradigms, such as opportunistic networking, crowd-
sensing applications, wireless sensor networks in environmental monitoring, etc.         
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